GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS
CENTRAL RAILWAY/ MUMBAI
SOUTHERN RAILWAY/ CHENNAI
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY/ SECUNDERABAD
SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY/ BILASPUR
METRO RAILWAY/ KOLKATA
RAIL COACH FACTORY/ KAPURTHALA

THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER(R)
DIESEL LOCO MODERNISATION WORKS/ PATIALA

DIRECTOR GENERAL
RDSO/ LUCKNOW

NO. E(O)/III-2016/TR/212 (.) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF
THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT:-

1. SMT. AMITA SHUKLA, SG/ IRAS/ SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY, PRESENTLY
   WORKING AS SR.DFM/ NAGPUR, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO CENTRAL
   RAILWAY AND POSTED IN THE CADRE;

2. SHRI GAUTAM JAIN, JAG/ IRAS/ CENTRAL RAILWAY, PRESENTLY WORKING AS
   SR.DFM/ NAGPUR, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO SOUTH EAST CENTRAL
   RAILWAY AND POSTED IN THE CADRE;

3. SHRI VIKRAM SINGH GILL, JAG/ IRAS/ DMW, PRESENTLY WORKING AS DY. FA&
   CAO, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO RCF, KAPURTHALA AND POSTED IN THE
   CADRE;

4. SMT. SHARDA RAMAKRISHNAN, JAG/ IRAS/ METRO RAILWAY, PRESENTLY
   WORKING AS DY.FA&CAO/C-II, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO SOUTHERN
   RAILWAY AND POSTED IN THE CADRE;

5. SHRI Y MALLIKARJUNA RAO, JAG/ IRAS/ RDSO, PRESENTLY WORKING AS JOINT
   DIRECTOR (FINANCE), SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY
   AND POSTED IN THE CADRE, ON HIS OWN REQUEST(.)

DATES ON WHICH THE ABOVE OFFICERS RELINQUISH / ASSUME CHARGE MAY BE
ADVISED (.)

.............................................................

(A.K. SEN)
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Cont...2/
Copy to:

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(S), PS/MOS(G), EDPG/MR & EDPG/MOS(S) & EDPG/MOS(G)
2. PSOs/ Sr.PPSs/ PPSs to CRB, FC, AM(F), AM(B), Secretary, Sec (Accounts), JS(G), JS(G)-II, JS(E), JS(E)-II, JS(Dep.), JS, JS(C)/P, EDCRs, EDA, EDIP, EDE(GC), EDF(BC), EDE(RRB), ED(T&MPP), DIR (Estt.), Dir(D&A), Dir(C)/CRB, Dir(Fin/CCA), DS(E), US(C), Vig.(C), ERB-I, Railway Board
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, C, E, N, NE, NC, S, SC and SEC Rlys
4. The FA & CAOs, C, S, SC, SEC, Rlys, DMW, Metro Rly and RCF/KX
5. ED/Finance, RDSO, Lucknow
6. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
7. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
8. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
9. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
10. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
11. The Secretary, RBSS Group ‘A’ Officers Association, R No 370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
12. The DAI (Railways), Room No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi
13. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi, for updating on the website.